
Coalitional games on graphs: ore struture,substitutes and frugalityRahul Garg1, Vijay Kumar2, Atri Rudra3 ?, and Akshat Verma11 IBM India Researh Lab,Blok I, Indian Institute of Tehnology,Hauz Khas, New Delhi, 110016, Indiafgrahul,akshatvermag�in.ibm.om2 Amazon.om,605 5th Ave South,Seattle, WA 98104, U.S.A.vijayk�amazon.om3 Dept. of Computer Sienes,University of Texas at AustinAustin, TX, 78712, U.S.A.atri�s.utexas.eduAbstrat. We study mehanisms that an be modelled as oalitional games with transferrable utilities,and apply ideas from mehanism design and game theory to problems arising in a network designsetting. We establish an equivalene between the game-theoreti notion of agents being substitutesand the notion of frugality of a mehanism. We haraterize the ore of the network design game andrelate it to outomes in a sealed bid aution with VCG payments. We show that in a game, agentsare substitutes if and only if the ore of the forms a omplete lattie. We look at two representativegames { Minimum Spanning Tree and Shortest Path in this light. Finally, we design an asending priemehanism for suh games and study the strategi behavior of agents.1 IntrodutionThe Internet brings together a large, diverse olletion of autonomous entities to interat,ollaborate and ompete. Game theory has emerged as an important tool to understand theomplex interplay of the interests of these autonomous agents, and thus model and analyzethe arhiteture and the funtioning of the Internet [26, 18, 27, 29, 12℄. Ideas from game theoryhave been used to design protools [18, 20, 11, 29℄ and to gain insights into basi omputersiene problems [23, 1, 3, 21℄. Some of the appliation areas that have reeived extensiveinterest inlude problems relating to routing protools for networks [27℄, suh as ongestionontrol[29, 12℄, bandwidth priing [20℄, multiasting [11℄, and design of aution mehanismsfor various settings [5, 17, 23℄.When the interation of autonomous agents and oniting interests is modelled as agame, the possible outomes depend on the preferenes of the agents as well as the strutureof the game. The �eld of mehanism design onerns itself with the design of games thatrealize ertain \soially desirable" objetives or outomes that are desirable from the de-signer's perspetive. A good deal of reent work addresses the design of mehanisms for theunderlying graph problems in ommuniation networks [23, 1, 24, 5℄. Suh work o�ers insightinto the so-alled \prie of anarhy" | the ost of a solution arrived at through the dis-tributed and deentralized deision-making of sel�sh agents, rather than through the global? This work was done while the author was at IBM India Researh Lab.



optimization and entralized deision-making assoiated with the onventional RAM modelof omputation. The distributed approah arguably makes for a more realisti modelling ofthe Internet.In addition to maximizing the overall utility or surplus, the designer of a mehanismmust often onsider whether distribution of this surplus among partiipating agents is fairand ompetitive, partiularly in settings where suh utility is transferrable among agents.Otherwise, a subset of the agents may have an inentive to deviate towards a di�erent out-ome. Coalitional game theory onsiders games where the players are involved in splittingsome aggregate payo� among themselves, and may group themselves into oalitions to max-imize their share of the payo�. An important solution onept is the ore of a oalitionalgame. A proposed splitting of the total payo� is said to be in the ore of the game if everypossible set of players reeives a total payo� no smaller than the payo� they an ahieve byforming a oalition (for a good exposition, see [25℄).One of the problem that have been well-studied in the oalitional framework is the As-signment Problem. Shapley and Shubik [28℄ have haraterized the ore of the assignmentproblem and have shown that it forms a omplete lattie. Demange and Gale [9℄ have givenan asending prie aution mehanism for the problem that onverges to an outome in theore. Leonard [21℄ has proposed an inentive ompatible sealed bid aution mehanism forthe assignment problem that leads to an outome in the ore. Both these mehanisms leadto an outome that is favorable to the buyers. Mishra and Garg [22℄ have onsidered a de-sending prie aution mehanism that leads to an outome in the ore that is favorable tosellers. Crawford and Knoer [8℄ have proposed mehanisms with similar properties.While several game-theoreti analyses of graph problems have been o�ered ([23, 1℄), mostof these problems have not been adequately haraterized as oalitional games. Gul andStahetti [15℄ explore the ore of a generi lass of problems that satisfy a ertain grosssubstitutes property. However, basi problems suh as Minimum Spanning Tree and ShortestPath lie outside this lass. Bikhhandani et al. [5℄ have modelled a lass of suh problemsthat satisfy the agents are substitutes ondition and studied the sealed bid VCG aution [30,6, 14℄ mehanism for suh problems. They propose a desending prie aution mehanism forthe spanning tree problem that onverges to VCG payments. Bikhahandani and Ostroy [?℄relate the VCG payments with the struture of the ore. Arher and Tardos [1℄ introduethe notion of frugality in the ontext of the Shortest Path problem.In this paper, we study the oalitional game formulations of graph or network problems,and haraterize the ores of those games. We orrelate the onepts of frugality, studied inmehanism design, with the onept of agents being substitutes, studied in game theory. Weshow that the ore of a game is a lattie if and only if agents are substitutes. We give anasending prie aution mehanism for suh games that may onverge to outomes that arefavorable to the autioneer. We also show that the lattie struture of the ore simpli�es thestrategy omputation for an agent even in an Asending Prie Mehanism.2 PreliminariesWhile we onsider minimization games on graphs, our results extend to maximization gamesin a straightforward fashion. We onsider a graph G = (V;E), eah of whose edges is on-



trolled by an autonomous agent. The autioneer (also termed the buyer) is endowed with asum U of money. The autioneer wishes to purhase a olletion S of edges from the respe-tive agents suh that S indues a subgraph with some desirable property P (we refer to Sas a solution). For instane, in the Minimum Spanning Tree (or MST) game, the autioneerwishes to aquire a olletion of edges that onstitute a spanning tree of G. Eah edge ei,and thus the orresponding agent i, has an assoiated ost Ci, suh that the agent inursost Ci if ei is (bought and) used by the autioneer. The value of Ci is known only to i.Eah agent reeives a payment Pi from the autioneer, suh that Pi Pi � U . Clearly Pi mustbe no less than Ci if ei 2 T ; WLOG, we assume that Pi = 0 otherwise. All parties aim tomaximize their payo� { the payo� of the autioneer is U �Pi Pi, while that of any otheragent i is Pi � Ci. Thus, the autioneer's objetive is to onstrut a solution at the lowestpossible ost. We assume the sum U is no less than the ost of the seond best solution.First, we set out some de�nitions and formalism. After [25℄, we de�neDe�nition 1. A Coalitional game < N; V > with transferrable payo� onsists of a �nite setN , the set of players, and a funtion V that assoiates with every nonempty subset (oalition)S of N , a real number V (S) (the worth of S).For eah oalition S, V (S) is the total payo� that is available for division among themembers of S. For any vetor (xi)i2N of real numbers (pro�le), let x(S) = Pi2S xi. (xi)i2Sis an S-feasible payo� vetor if x(S) = V (S). An N -feasible payo� vetor is a feasible payo�pro�le.De�nition 2. The ore of oalitional game < N; v > is the set of feasible payo� pro�les(xi)i2N for whih V (S) � x(S) for every oalition S.As noted above, in our model, there is one autioneer and multiple agents; and eah agentowns a resoure and the autioneer needs a olletion of resoures for forming a solution S.The set N of all players onsists of the autioneer and the agents. We denote the autioneeras agent 0. We note that the worth of a subset of S may be zero (if that subset does not byitself onstitute a solution). In other words, the funtion V may exhibit omplementarity. Weassume that for any S1 � S2, V (S2) � V (S1); that is, V possesses the \zero ost of disposal"property. We speify V (S) for all S � N in the following manner. V (S) = 0 if 0 62 S, or if(S � f0g) does not ontain a feasible solution. Otherwise, V (S) = U �C(S), where C(S) isthe ost of the best solution ontained in S. Let the ost of an optimal solution be C; thatis, V (N) = U � C.Let fO1; � � � ; Omg be the set of all optimal solutions 1. De�ne O = \ml=1Ol, the set ofagents that are ontained in every optimal solution. Thus, if optimum solution is unique, Odenotes the set of agents in the optimal solution. Note that in any payo� vetor whih is inthe ore, any agents that reeive non-zero payo� are in O. To see this onsider an agent asuh that a 2 Oi and a 62 Oj. Now, V (N � fag) � V (f0g [ Oj) = V (N). The inequalityomes from the \zero ost of disposal" property of V . Note that this implies that the Vikreypayo� of a is zero.The \agents are substitutes" property (or the substitutes property, for short) is a om-monly employed haraterization. After [5℄, we de�ne.1 Note that 8i 2 Ol, Ol � fig is not a solution



De�nition 3. We say that agents are substitutes if V (N) � V (N � K) � Pi2K(V (N) �V (N � fig)) for all K � N suh that 0 62 K.3 Cost of VCG PaymentThe VCG mehanism [30, 6, 14℄ is a elebrated inentive-ompatible (truth-revealing) strat-egy whih is widely used. The ostliness of the VCG solution, though, varies with the problemin hand. Arher and Tardos [1℄ showed that the VCG payment in the Shortest Path gamean be very high as ompared to the ost of seond best solution. On the other hand (as weshall show in Setion 5), the VCG payment in games like MST oinide with the ost of theseond best solution.Charaterizing the frugality of the VCG payment is important to determine whether aVCG based strategy is pratial or not. If the VCG payment is very high and exeeds theautioneer's budget, then there may not be an agreement between the autioneer and theagents. In suh senarios, the autioneer may want to onsider other mehanisms | one ofwhih we explore in Setion 6. Hene, it is important to determine if the VCG solution isfrugal with respet to the seond-best solution.The onept of frugality was introdued (albeit without a formal de�nition) in [1℄. Theyshow that in ertain lasses of graphs, the VCG payo� for the Shortest path game is k timesthe di�erene of the osts of seond best and the optimal solution, where k is the number ofedges in the shortest path. We formalize the notion of frugality and relate it to well-studiedonepts in game theory.De�nition 4. We de�ne the frugality ratio of a payo� vetor � as F(�) = maxO�O Pi2O �iV (N)�V (N�O) .We say that � is frugal if F(�) � 1.Consider �V , the VCG payo� for an optimal solution O.�Vi = ( V (N)� V (N � fig) if i 2 O,0 otherwise.The frugality of VCG payo�s is examined in [1℄, where it is shown that VCG payo�saren't always frugal, and in fat, the VCG payo� for the Shortest path game has a worst-ase frugality ratio of k, where k is the the number of edges in the shortest path. Below, werelate the frugality of VCG payo�s to the substitutes property.Theorem 1. �V is frugal if and only if agents are substitutes.Proof. It follows from De�nitions 3 and 4 and the de�nition of �V that the substitutesproperty is a suÆient ondition for the frugality of the VCG payo�. To see that it isneessary, assume that �V is frugal, that is, 8A � O, V (N) � V (N � A) � Pi2A(V (N) �V (N � fig)). Consider any set K � N . Let A = K \ O. Now,V (N)� V (N �K) � V (N)� V (N � A), due to \zero ost of disposal"� Pi2A(V (N)� V (N � fig)) sine �V is frugal= Pi2K(V (N)� V (N � fig)) sine V (N) = V (N � fig)) for i 62 O.



Thus, in order to verify if �V is frugal, it is suÆient to hek if agents satisfy the sub-stitutes ondition. However, in ertain situations, the autioneer may be willing to pay morethan the ost of the seond best solution. Still, (s)he may not be willing to make arbitrarilyhigh payo�s due to budget onstraints. For suh situations, we introdue a generalization ofthe substitutes onept and then relate it to the frugality ratio of �V .De�nition 5. Agents are -substitutes if for all K � N suh that 0 62 K, (V (N)� V (N �K)) � Pi2K V (N)� V (N � fig) and 80 < , 9K 0 � N suh that 0(V (N)� V (N �K 0)) <Pi2K0 V (N)� V (N � fig)Arguments similar to proof of Theorem 1 gives:Theorem 2. F(�V) �  if and only if agents are -substitutes.In the next setion, we explore the relationship between the onept of substitutes andthe struture of the ore.4 Struture of the CoreThe struture of the ore has been extensively studied in literature. Bikhhandani and Ostroy[4℄ show that if buyers are substitutes, then the ore is a lattie with respet to the buyers.They also show the equivalene of \buyers are substitutes", �V being in the ore, and �Vbeing the maximum of all payo�s in the ore. Shapley and Shubik [28℄ have haraterizedthe ore of the assignment problem and have shown that it forms a omplete lattie. Gul andStahetti [15℄ explore the ore of a generi lass of problems that satisfy gross substitutes[19℄. Gul et al. [15℄ show that if the valuations of the agents satisfy gross substitutes, then theore is a lattie. However, most network onnetivity problems, suh as Minimum SpanningTree and Shortest Path, lie outside this lass (see Setion 5 for details). In the following, weshow the in our model, the substitutes property is equivalent to the ore being a lattie.Let CORE denote the ore of the game, and � 2 CORE. Then 8S � N , x�(S) = Pi2S �i.As noted earlier, if j 62 O then �j = 0. Also we de�ne �0 = U � C �Pj2N�f0g �j; reall thatC is the ost of an optimal solution.Let �1; �2 2 CORE, and let � be de�ned as follows { 8i 2 (N � f0g), �i = max(�1i ; �2i );and �0 = U�C�Pj2N�f0g �j. It an be shown that �0 is always non-negative. The followingresult is due to Bikhhandani and Ostroy [4℄:Lemma 1. If V (N) � V (N � O) � Pi2O(V (N)� V (N � fig)) and �1; �2 2 CORE, then� 2 CORE.Roughly speaking, if agents are substitutes then the \maximum" of two ore payo�s isalso in the ore. Let us similarly onsider a \minimum" of �1 and �2. If �1; �2 2 CORE,then 8i 2 (N � f0g), �i = min(�1i ; �2i ); and �0 = U � C �Pj2N�f0g �j.Next, we see that the \minimum" of two ore payo�s is (unonditionally) in the ore.The absene of any ondition (in ontrast with the dependene on the substitutes propertyin Lemma 1) is a onsequene of the fat that we are onsidering minimization games.



Lemma 2. If �1; �2 2 CORE then � 2 CORE.Proof. It follows from the de�nition of �0 that x�(N) = V (N). Next, we show that 8S � N ,x�(S) � V (S). Let O \ S = A.x�(S) = �0 +Pi2A �i +Pi2(S�A) �i= U � C �Pi2O �i +Pi2A �i sine agents not in O get 0 payo�= U �Pi2(O�A) �i � C� U �Pi2(O�A) �1i � C as min(�i; �j) � �i)= x�1(S)� V (S) sine �1 is in the ore.Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 together implyLemma 3. If �1; �2 2 CORE and agents are substitutes, then �; � 2 CORE.Lemma 4. If �1; �2 2 CORE ) �; � 2 CORE, then agents are substitutes.Proof. 8i 2 N � f0g, let �i be a payo� vetor suh that �ii = V (N) � V (N � fig), �ij = 08j 62 f0; ig, and �i0 = U � C � �ii . It is easy to see that �i 2 CORE. Let �N�f0g be the\maximum" of all suh vetors �i { that is, 8i 6= 0, �N�f0gi = V (N) � V (N � fig), and�N�f0g0 = U � C �Pi6=0 �N�f0gi .Now, we are given that �1; �2 2 CORE ) �;2 CORE. By repeated appliation of thisargument, it follows that �N�f0g 2 CORE, sine eah �i 2 CORE. Consider any S � N suhthat 0 2 S. Let A = S\O. It follows from the de�nition of the ore thatPj2S �N�f0gj � V (S).In other words,�N�f0g0 +Pj2S�f0g �N�f0gj � V (S), that is,U � C �Pj2N�f0g �N�f0gj Pj2S�f0g �N�f0gj � V (S).Sine V (N) = U � C, we haveV (N)�Pj2N�S �N�f0gj � V (S) , or,V (N)� V (S) � Pj2N�S �N�f0gj = Pj2N�S(V (N)� V (N � fjg)).Sine this is true for any S, it follows that agents are substitutes.We say �1 � �2 if 8i 2 N � f0g; �1i � �2i .Lemma 5. (CORE;�) is a lattie if and only if �1; �2 2 CORE ) �; � 2 CORE.Proof. We show that if �; � 2 CORE for any �1; �2 2 CORE, then (CORE;�) is a lattie.The proof is the other diretion is obvious and is omitted.By de�nition of �, (CORE;�) is a partial order. Let �1; �2 2 CORE, then it followsfrom the de�nition of � that there annot exist �� 2 CORE suh that � � ��, �� � �1 and�� � �2. Assume that 9�0 2 CORE suh that �0 and � are inomparable and �0 � �1, �0 ��2. As �0 and � are inomparable, 9i; j suh that �i < �0i and �j > �0j, i.e., min(�1i ; �2i ) < �0i.



Now min(�1i ; �2i ) is either �1i or �2i , thus ontraditing the assumption �0 � �1 or �0 � �2respetively. Thus, � is the unique in�mum of �1 and �2.Similarly one an show that � is the unique supremum of �1 and �2. It follows that(CORE;�) is a lattie.Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 implyTheorem 3. A ore is a lattie if and only if the agents are substitutes.We de�ne Pmin as the minimum element of the lattie and Pmax as the maximum. Asshown in [4℄, Pmax is the VCG payo�.5 Network design problems and the struture of the oreIn general, onnetivity problems do not satisfy the gross substitutes property [15℄ and hene,the results of Gul and Stahetti [15℄ about the struture of the ore and its relationshipwith the gross substitutes property do not apply to them. The essential reason is the om-plementarity inherent in onnetivity problems. For instane, in a onneted network, if theremoval of an edge disonnets the network, then in many network design problems the re-maining network has no utility. It is not hard to see that this, oupled with the fat that theautioneer has a budget onstraint, leads to the violation of the gross substitutes property.We illustrate the above in ase of the MST problem. Consider a spanning tree T suhthat Cost(T ) � U . We inrease the prie of all edges not in T to U + 1. Hene, all edges inT are desirable to the autioneer. Now if we inrease the prie of any edge, e 2 T , to U + 1the edges in T � feg are no longer desirable. This violates the gross substitutes property,whih implies that raising the prie of an edge should not ause a di�erent edge to drop outof the set with optimal value. One an argue similarly in the ase of other graph problem,suh as Shortest Path.The MST game has reeived a lot of attention. However, in most ases the problem ismodelled suh that the agents own the nodes of the graph. It is an easy algorithmi task todetermine a ore alloation { a simple greedy approah works [2℄. Faigle et al [10℄ prove thatore membership testing is o-NP-Complete. Another model of the game where the agentsown the edges are also reeived a lot of attention in the reent past. Bikhhandani et al. [5℄give a desending-prie aution mehanism for this problem { this is the same as the VCGmehanism proposed in [23℄.Bikhhandani et al. [5℄ show that MST satis�es the buyers are substitutes ondition.The equivalene of frugality and substitutes (Setion 3) imply that the MST game is frugal.We would like to point out that in a somewhat di�erent valuation model, the results of[4℄ imply that the ore of the game is a lattie with respet to the sellers when sellers aresubstitutes. Applied to the MST game, their valuation model requires the buyer's valuationsto be additive with respet to the edges, while in our model that is learly not the ase.However, the relevant proof in [4℄ does not seem to depend on this limitation of the valuations.Our own proofs have a similar struture.Bikhhandani et al. [5℄ also show that gross substitutes property implies the \agents aresubstitutes" property. The disussion above in the ontext of the MST game shows that theonverse may not be true.



Nisan and Ronen[23℄ applied the VCG mehanism to the Shortest Path game where theagents own edges. Arher et al.[1℄ proved that the VCG payment is not \frugal". Bikhhan-dani et al.[5℄ show that the Shortest Path game does not satisfy the substitutes property. Itfollows from the disussion in the previous setion that both the results are equivalent andany one of them oupled with our results imply the other.Setions 4 and 3 haraterize the games and their outomes in whih a VCG mehanismleads to a frugal payment. The equivalene of the three onepts { the substitutes property,the lattie struture of the ore, and frugality { ontributes insights in designing frugal meh-anisms, and provides an alternative interpretation as well as perhaps a general frameworkfor the results in [1℄.The lattie struture of the ore suggests some possibilities for mehanism design. Alongwith the fat that the VCG payment is the maximum of all payments in the ore, it suggeststhe possibility of designing mehanism whih improve the payo� of the autioneer, om-pared to the VCG aution. Also, the well-de�ned struture of the ore provides two naturalentry points | the maximum and minimum elements of the lattie. The desending priemehanism terminates at the maximum and does not explore any other points in the lattie.This leaves the entire lattie unexplored, whereas if the aution were to terminate at anyother point, the autioneer's payo� would be higher. Next, we propose a mehanism whihahieves that. This mehanism allows the autioneer to pay possibly lower pries to the otherplayers, depending on how well they play the game. In this light, we explore the asendingprie aution mehanism [9℄ in the next setion.6 Asending Prie AutionThe Revenue Equivalene theorem [13℄ sheds light on equivalene of mehanisms with respetto revenue. Any inentive-ompatible strategy may not lead to inreased payo� for the au-tioneer as ompared to the VCG payo�[13℄. Hene, we look at Asending Prie mehanism,whih is not truth-telling ( inentive-ompatible).Asending Prie Autions are usually not the mehanism of hoie beause it requiresompliated deision models for the agents. On the other hand, mehanisms based on VCGmehanism, like the Desending Prie Mehanism, lead to the highest payment (lowest pro�tto the autioneer) in the ore as noted earlier [5℄. From a game-theoreti point of view, theyalso su�er from the drawbak of being strategy-proof. There is no inentive for better playersto hoose strategies to improve their returns. This is taken are of in the Asending Priemehanism as the payo�s of an agent are determined by her strategy. However, as noted, theagent while dislosing his bid has to guess the bid of all other agents in a general game whihis a hard deision problem. We now show that if the ore is a lattie, then the deision isdependent only the valuation of the Vikrey substitute, whih simpli�es the deision problemonsiderably.De�nition 6. A set of strategies Ri = frilow; � � � ; rihighg is a range strategy for agent i if theagent plays aording to any strategy in Ri.De�nition 7. A range strategy Ri� for an agent i with range [rilow; rihigh℄ is said to be optimalif rilow = 0 and rihigh = �Vi . Ri is sub-optimal if Ri � Ri�.



Theorem 4. If (CORE;�) is a lattie, then every agent an independently follow any sub-optimal range strategy and not e�et the outome as well as the payment of other bidders,that is, eah player an play the game independently.Proof. It is easy to see that � 2 (CORE;�) i� Pmax � � � Pmin. Hene, the proof.This implies that as long as an agent follows an optimal range strategy, she will not e�etthe payment of other players.If we de�ne the rules of the game as eah agent i following a sub-optimal range strategyRi, then eah agent i an follow any of the strategies in Ri and get a payment whih isdetermined entirely by how well he plays the game. In a non-lattie ore (like shortest path),this may not be possible.We now desribe the asending prie aution whih allows an agent to play a rangestrategy as opposed to the desending prie aution in whih the range is a single point. Theautioneer starts inviting bids at a low prie and keeps on inreasing them depending uponthe agents' responses. Spei�ally, let P(t) be the prie whih the autioneer o�ers at timet2 and A be the set of agents in the intermediate solution. At any time t, agent i uses somebidding strategy to deide whether to aept at P(t). If i aepts, the autioneer inludes itin A, if its inlusion does not invalidate the urrent solution. Autioneer inreases P(t) afterhe has proessed all the responses.Let S = (s1; � � � ; sm), where m = jN j � 1.We now de�ne bidding strategy for an agent i, BS(si) {De�nition 8. The agent aepts autioneer's o�er P i� P � si + Ci.Note that the payo� for i by following BS(si) is si.Also let BS(S) = fBS(si)ji 2 (N � f0g)g , S0 = (0; � � � ; 0) and S 0 = (�V1 ; � � � ; �Vm).Theorem 5. If all agents follow BS(S0) then the payo� is Pmin.Proof. By the de�nitions of BS(:), S0 and Pmin.Note that following BS(S0) results in zero payo� for eah agent.Lemma 6. The strategy BS(S 0) is a Nash equilibrium.Proof. Pik any j 2 (N � f0g). Assume N � f0; jg follow BS(S 0) while j does not followBS(S 0j). Let j follow BS(sj).{ Case 1 : 9l 2 [1; m℄ suh that j 2 Ol.� Case 1.1 : Sj < (Cj+�Vj ). In this ase j would have a higher payo� if Sj = (Cj+�Vj ).� Case 1.2 : Sj > (Cj + �Vj ). In this ase (Ol � fjg) [ fj 0g), where j 0 is the Vikreysubstitute of j, would be the optimum solution and thus, payo� for j = 0.{ Case 2 : 8l 2 [1; m℄ j 62 Ol. j would never get a hane to bid.Theorem 6. If all agents follow BS(S 0) then the payment is Pmax.2 P(0) would typially be 0
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